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value of suitable castoff garments, but
according to its charter it cannot ac-
cept them. Great stress is laid upon
the word "new." for It Is asserted bv
workers among- - the needy that a moralInfluence Is exerted by new clothing.
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purposes, but operates on higher-"- ! string of Latin, Greek and Hebrew
priced "land, -- passes through colder I in very pompous tones and with
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. any man is so steeped in selfishness
that he will not, when his attention
is called to the need, throw a life
line to a struggling fellow mortal.
With this as a . basis, a study of
Portland's civic conditions can even

der forma and by processes in strict ac-
cordance with lesfal requirement a The

lege, becoming In 183, professor of mathe-
matics and physics., He Was (elected in
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to stay and the bosses come into their I ' "" "".'l... ,

own again. t ; . : .' ,
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. Its Consequent gain in strength andZ WA0n?n ln to rPondent wa. about to ask him. The uncleanliness and dangers thatte at the a boepltal of great The correspondent, during the inter-- lurk 'la milk are a revelation by
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Is William ' T. Etead. aatei
tlon that the dead premier Glad-
stone has been communicating with

be done by public authority because been, tbe occasion of a small storm ran ana T.C. B. . I .. .f'-atu-r ef dolat wretchd-nee- .
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It has to be done by public author-
ity because the average Individual
fcas not the means of making milk
analysis, and through chemical and
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